Docket No. 2019-0117: August 14, 2020 Public Utilities Commission
Evidentiary Hearing Re: Young Brothers’ Motion for Emergency and Temporary Rate Relief

Public Access Information:

YouTube link for viewing the evidentiary hearing: https://YouTu.be/3s3AaPblWsg

The Commission is streaming this evidentiary hearing via the YouTube link provided above – with this link, the public will be able to view the evidentiary hearing, but the public will not be able to provide comments during the evidentiary hearing.

Any member of the public or organization seeking to file a public comment regarding the matters addressed at the evidentiary hearing or in Docket No. 2019-0117 may do so by emailing the comment to puc@hawaii.gov with Docket No. 2019-0117 in the subject line.

The Commission will be recording this evidentiary hearing and will make the recording available on the Commission's website puc.hawaii.gov.

Evidentiary Hearing Agenda

I. Introduction
II. Examination of Young Brothers’ witnesses
III. Examination of the Consumer Advocate’s witnesses
IV. Closing Arguments
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